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Summary
The infrastructure-as-a-service (IaaS) model of cloud computing provides virtual
infrastructure functions (VIFs), which allow application developers to flexibly provision suitable virtual machines' (VM) types and locations, and even
configure the network connection for each VM. Because of the pay-as-you-go
business model, IaaS provides an elastic way to operate applications on demand.
However, in current cloud applications DevOps (software development and
operations) lifecycle, the VM provisioning steps mainly rely on manually
leveraging these VIFs. Moreover, these functions cannot be programmatically
embedded into the application logic to control the infrastructure at runtime.
Especially, the vendor lock-in issue, which different clouds provide different
VIFs, also enlarges this gap between the cloud infrastructure management and
application operation. To mitigate this gap, we designed and implemented a
framework, CloudsStorm, which enables developers to easily leverage VIFs of
different clouds and program them into their cloud applications. To be specific,
CloudsStorm empowers applications with infrastructure programmability at
design-level, infrastructure-level, and application-level. CloudsStorm also provides two infrastructure controlling modes, ie, active and passive mode, for
applications at runtime. Besides, case studies about operating task-based and
big data applications on clouds show that the monetary cost is significantly
reduced through the seamless and on-demand infrastructure management provided by CloudsStorm. Finally, the scaling and recovery operation evaluations
of CloudsStorm are performed to show its controlling performance. Compared
with other tools, ie, “jcloud” and “cloudinit.d”, the scaling and provisioning performance evaluations demonstrate that CloudsStorm can achieve at least 10%
efficiency improvement in our experiment settings.
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I N T RO DU CT ION

DevOps puts application development and infrastructure runtime operation together to deliver good quality and reliable
software. It encompasses continuous integration, test-driven development, build/deployment automation, and continuous delivery.1 Traditional DevOps approaches are slow, manual, and error-prone, however.1 These approaches more focus
on the application itself and treat its underlying infrastructure as a preset and constant cluster, mainly because they are
faced with fixed physical infrastructure without any programmability. There might even be two separate teams responsible for software development and infrastructure operation respectively, which decreases the development efficiency and
software quality. The virtual infrastructure programmability and controllability provided by clouds make it possible to
mitigate the gap between the application and infrastructure, and involve the infrastructure operation into the software
DevOps lifecycle more intimately.
From the infrastructure perspective, the virtual infrastructure provided by cloud computing is different from traditional
physical infrastructure. Cloud computing, especially the infrastructure-as-a-service (IaaS) model, enables the programmability needed to customize the computing resources, ie, virtual machines (VMs). Not only the capacity and type of the
computing resources can be planned and programmed,2 but also their locations, ie, the chosen clouds and data centers
used.3 Moreover, provided network resources can also be customized.4 These are virtual infrastructure functions (VIFs)
given by the clouds with the IaaS model and usually in the form of representational state transfer (REST) application programming interface (API) to invoke and control the resources remotely. Overall, most of these clouds provide the basic
VIF of provisioning or terminating an individual VM. However, current programmability and controllability of the entire
infrastructure given by clouds are limited, where most of the programmed infrastructure customization and operations
are performed manually. Moreover, these VIFs cannot be easily programmed to perform high-level operations, such as
autoscaling and failure recovery. They also cannot automate the network resource configuration, especially for operating
infrastructures across data centers. When dealing with federated cloud infrastructure, different VIFs of different clouds
still suffer the vendor lock-in problem because of different API definitions.
From the application perspective, cloud applications have become complex and large-scale, no longer being just simple
web services. Most of these applications rely on an underlying platform to manage resources and schedule the tasks,
such as, Hadoop* (a distributed platform to perform MapReduce tasks for data processing), Kubernetes† (an emerging
platform for managing a container cluster), Hyperledger Fabric‡5 (a permissioned blockchain platform for smart contract
execution), etc. These platforms are usually operated on the top of a private cluster consisting of VMs or provided by some
cloud providers in the manner of platform-as-a-service. However, when migrating these platforms and their applications
onto IaaS clouds, there comes an issue about automation of the VM provisioning process, to set up the platform and
deploy the application from scratch. Therefore, we take the Hadoop platform application as an example to show the
current gap between cloud applications and virtual infrastructures. Moreover, we identify that there are three levels of
programmability at the application development phase and two types of controlling modes at the operation phase are
required to mitigate the gap. It is worth mentioning that these programmability and controllability are not only required
by this type of applications.
Programmability Issue: When developing the cloud applications, three levels of infrastructure programmability are
required. (1) Design-level. Hadoop applications need design-level programmability to describe the required underlying infrastructure to specify the computing resources' (VM) quantity, types, locations, and network, etc. Current
topology and orchestration specification for cloud applications§ (TOSCA) standard is not sufficient to define especially the location (ie, the cloud and data center) and the network topology of the VM cluster, because TOSCA more
focuses on the application components specification, instead of the detailed cloud virtual infrastructure description.
(2) Infrastructure-level. Hadoop applications require infrastructure-level programmability to automate the process of
provisioning the VMs, configuring the network, and deploying the platform. The infrastructure-level programmability
should provide high-level operations (eg, provisioning, scaling, and failure recovery, etc) on the infrastructure. Meanwhile,
the parallelism of the operation should be easily specified to achieve controlling efficiency. There are also tools trying to
automate this process, eg, jclouds.¶ However, these API-centric1 tools focus on the programmability and controllability on

* https://hadoop.apache.org/
†
https://kubernetes.io/
‡
https://www.hyperledger.org/projects/fabric
§
https://www.oasis-open.org/committees/tc_home.php?wg_abbrev=tosca#overview
¶
https://jclouds.apache.org/
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each individual VM instead of the entire infrastructure topology. In comparison, there are also some environment-centric1
tools to help developers orchestrate their applications, which include Puppet,# Chef,‖ etc. These tools more focus on the
cluster management, ie, deployment and configuration, instead of provisioning and scaling automation. Some academic
research studies also propose architectures for developing and orchestrating applications on clouds, eg, CometCloud6 and
mOSAIC.7 However, most of these architectures themselves are platforms, which require manually to set up the cluster in advance and lack the ability of provisioning VM resources. (3) Application-level. Hadoop applications require
application-level programmability to directly adjust the infrastructure to fit for the application constraints or workload.
Because of the pay-as-you-go business model, the overprovisioned infrastructure generates an extra monetary cost. For
example, a traditional Hadoop platform is based on a fixed cluster. When there is no input data to process, the extra VM
resources waste money if it is deployed on an IaaS cloud. Hence, the Hadoop application should be able to program and
customize the number of VM resources required, according to the input workload, eg, the data size. During runtime, the
Hadoop application can dynamically adjust the infrastructure resources according to the input data size, ie, scaling out
or in VMs, to reduce monetary cost. However, to the best of our knowledge, none of the current DevOps tools supports to
embed this type of infrastructure programming logic directly at the application level.
Controllability Issue: During runtime, applications require two types of controlling modes to manage the infrastructure. (1) Passive mode. The application should be able to perform some infrastructure operations when meeting certain
predefined thresholds, eg, CPU or memory utilization, or even failure conditions. For instance, once one of the VMs is
crashed for hosting the Hadoop applications, another VM should be recovered from a certain predefined data center and
rejoin the cluster to maintain the application quality of service (QoS). CloudWatch** provides this type of controlling
mode. However, it is a vendor lock-in solution only for Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2). (2) Active mode. In order
to satisfy the application QoS requirements, applications also need to actively control their infrastructure. For instance,
the Hadoop application requires to deploy computing resources close the data source to reduce transferring cost. Especially, in the emerging fog/edge computing domain, the internet of things (IoT) applications even need to control their
cloud resources close to the edge nodes on demand according to the dynamic distribution of sensors.8 The implementation of this type of controlling mode relies on the application-level programmability support mentioned above. It is
therefore still a gap.
On the other hand, the programmability of the individual VM introduced by IaaS clouds also brings in opportunities for the application to enhance the controllability of the infrastructure. Because although different IaaS clouds
provide different forms of VIF, they all have to afford a basic VIF, ie, provisioning or terminating a VM, according to
the IaaS model. Hence, we have designed and implemented CloudsStorm†† framework to leverage these basic VIFs to
construct high-level operations and enhance the infrastructure programmability and controllability for the application.
According to the main components developed by CloudsStorm, we conclude our main contributions as follows: (1) a
YAML Ain't Markup Language (YAML)–based domain specific language, “Infrastructure Description Code,” is designed
to address the design-level programmability; (2) a YAML-based “Infrastructure Execution Code” is designed to address the
infrastructure-level programmability; (3) “Infrastructure Embedded Code” based on some general-purpose programming
languages is implemented to address the application-level programmability and perform active control; (4) a YAML-based
“Runtime Control Policy” is designed to address the passive controlling mode; 5) an “Infrastructure Execution Engine” is
developed to interpret aforementioned codes and leveraged by the “Control Agent” to perform infrastructure operations
during runtime. Besides, the second case study of this paper reveals the practice and experience of leveraging CloudsStorm
to mitigate the gap for the example Hadoop application mentioned above.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the overview of an CloudsStorm framework and some
related models. We then describe some implementation details to explain how the enhanced programmability and efficient controllability can be achieved in Section 3. Section 4 then first describes two case studies to demonstrate how
different levels of programmability provided by the CloudsStorm framework can be leveraged to mitigate the DevOps gap
for cloud applications. Afterward, a set of experiments are conducted on actual clouds to evaluate controllability performance and compared with other related tools. Section 5 introduces the related work. Finally, the conclusion is given in
Section 6.

#

https://puppet.com/
https://www.chef.io/
** https://docs.aws.amazon.com/cloudwatch
††
https://github.com/zh9314/CloudsStorm
‖
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FIGURE 1 Overview of the CloudsStorm framework. REST, representational state transfer; VM, virtual machine [Colour figure can be
viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

2

THE C LOUDSSTO RM FRAMEWORK AND MODELS

In this section, we start by introducing an overview of the CloudsStorm framework. The goal of this framework is
to enhance cloud virtual infrastructure programmability and controllability when developing and managing cloud
applications within the DevOps lifecycle. Subsequently, we describe its core models in detail.

2.1

Framework overview

Figure 1 illustrates the CloudsStorm framework we propose. Through using the CloudsStorm framework, cloud application developers are not only able to develop their own application logic focusing on the software aspect, but are also
able to program the virtual infrastructures focusing on the virtualized hardware aspect. Management on the underlying
infrastructure in the operation phase can be programmed in advance and therefore brought into the application development phase. We still take the Hadoop application as an example to show the general process of using the CloudsStorm
framework. The detailed demonstration of this example is shown as case study 2 in Section 4.2. The DevOps lifecycle with
CloudsStorm is as follows.
1. For the first step in the development phase, CloudsStorm provides four types of code for infrastructure programming distinct from the original application programming code itself. The detailed syntax of these code is defined in
Section 3.
(a) The developer defines the underlying infrastructure topology through “Infrastructure Description Code.” In the
example case, the developer defines that there are two VMs from “ExoGENI‡‡ ” cloud and “UvA” data center. One is configured to deploy a Hadoop platform, and the other is configured to emulate the data source
for the experiment purpose. Meanwhile, these two VMs are defined to be connected within the private subnet
“192.168.88.0/24”. The benefit of the capability to define the network with a private IP address is discussed in
Section 3.1.
‡‡

http://www.exogeni.net/
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FIGURE 2 Sequence diagram of infrastructure code execution model

(b) According to the application language, the developer can leverage the corresponding “Infrastructure Embedded
Code” to put the infrastructure control logic into the original application logic. In the example case, the developer
rewrites the Hadoop data processing application that enables scaling out VMs according to the input data size,
which enlarges the computing capacity of the underlying VM cluster. It is also programmed that the scaled VMs
are terminated immediately after the application finishes the processing. The key function of the application is
shown as Listing 1.
(c) The developer programs the “Infrastructure Execution Code” to perform operations of provisioning, deployment,
and application execution, etc. In the example case, the developer programs operations, ie, provision the two
VMs, download the input data, and execute the processing application developed in the previous step. These
operations are important to set up the infrastructure for the application from scratch.
(d) The developer defines the “Runtime Control Policy” for identifying how to scale or recover the infrastructure
when its resources perform insufficiently or even fail. In this case, the developer can define that when the VM's
CPU utilization is above 50%, it is required to scale out one more VM.

2. CloudsStorm provides an “Infrastructure Execution Engine” to interpret the “Infrastructure Execution Code” for
building the entire infrastructure from scratch. In this case, the developer invokes the engine through a command
line with specifying the codes that he/she develops. The detailed method to invoke can be checked from the online
manual.§§
3. The “Infrastructure Execution Engine” first sets up a “Control Agent” from a certain data center. Then the agent takes
control of the infrastructure construction including the network connection, application deployment, and execution,
etc. Via this manner, there comes the application operation phase. According to the runtime control model, all
the control operations are performed by the “Control Agent” to dynamically adjust the infrastructure to satisfy the
requirements of the application.
4. The “Control Agent” also provides a web-based graphical user interface (GUI) to show the current state of the infrastructure. In the example case, Figure 7 is a runtime snapshot showing that there are three scaled VMs in the Hadoop
cluster to perform the processing task. The number of scaled VMs is in line with the input data size. Besides, there
also web terminals provided to directly access each VM to check and get results.

§§

https://cloudsstorm.github.io/
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Execution model

Figure 2 illustrates the execution model of the programmable infrastructure. It demonstrates how application developers
leverage the programmed “Infrastructure Description Code” and “Infrastructure Execution Code” to automatically run their
applications on clouds, which is a detailed description of step 2 in Section 2.1. After customizing the infrastructure as step
1 in Section 2.1, the developed “Infrastructure Execution Code” is executed by the “Infrastructure Execution Engine” and
loads its required virtual infrastructure description from the “Infrastructure Description Code”, including the number of
VMs, network connections, the clouds or data centers involved in running the application, etc. The “Cloud X” information
is then updated by querying the “Cloud Database”. “Cloud X” represents a cloud defined in the “Infrastructure Description
Code”, where multiple clouds may be adopted. “Cloud Database” includes all the relevant data center information for
these clouds, which are required to automatically control the VMs within these clouds. A “Cloud Credential” provided
by the application developer is leveraged to access the desired cloud. The credentials can be strings of access keys or
credential files. Both “Cloud Database” and “Cloud Credential” are application-defined and serve as a library for the
“Infrastructure Execution Engine”, explained in Section 3.6. After loading the credential information, the “Infrastructure
Execution Engine” is able to invoke the basic “VIF” of the desired cloud, which contacts with the actual controller of that
cloud. The request is then performed by the controller to provision certain VMs from that cloud. Moreover, CloudsStorm
is also responsible for configuring the customized private network connection to construct “Cloud Virtual Infrastructure”.
Afterwards, the application is deployed onto the infrastructure depending on the “script” field, which is defined in the
“Infrastructure Description Code”. Meanwhile, the input data can also be prepared. Via the “Infrastructure Execution Code”,
the application developer also defines when and how to execute the application with the input data. While finishing the
execution of the application, the “Infrastructure Execution Code” can be programmed to fetch the results from the VMs of
remote clouds. Finally, excess computing resources can also be programmed to be terminated at that time to reduce costs.
Applications are therefore able to efficiently leverage the computing capability of clouds to get results through exploiting
CloudsStorm because the computing resources are provisioned on demand and released immediately after acquiring those
results. According to the pay-as-you-go policy of cloud, the longer you occupy a resource, the more you need to pay.

2.3

Runtime control model

This section gives a detailed description of step 3 in Section 2.1. During the runtime operation phase of the application,
the infrastructure is provisioned, and different components of the application run on the desired VMs. With the uploaded
“Infrastructure Description Code” and “Runtime Control Policy”, the “Control Agent” then takes over the responsibility to
manage the infrastructure. Here, the “Control Agent” is placed in a separate VM of “Cloud Virtual Infrastructure” and
other VMs are informed about the public IP of the “Control Agent” for communication.
Figure 3 illustrates the sequence diagram for the runtime control model. It consists of two controlling modes, active,
and passive. The active mode is used for the programmed code to actively control the underlying infrastructure, which is a
missing part for most current related tools. The control operation in this mode is performed by two types of code. During
the normal infrastructure provisioning scenario, the “Infrastructure Execution Code” first sets up the “Control Agent” as
mentioned above. On the other hand, the “Infrastructure Embedded Code” inside an application can actively invoke the
“Control Agent” with the REST APIs to adjust its underlying infrastructure according to outside input conditions, eg, the
input data size. The “Control Agent” performs the actual operations on the cloud infrastructure after checking constraints
of the “Runtime Control Policy”, eg, whether the budget is enough. Therefore, the application is able to actively customize
the infrastructure to fit its requirements. This is demonstrated in the case study of Section 4.2.
The other is the passive mode. Figure 3 illustrates two scenarios when using passive control mode, which is autoscaling
and failure recovery. The operations performed in passive mode are dependent on the “Runtime Control Policy” and monitoring information. In the scenario of autoscaling, the “Control Agent” analyzes the performance information collected
from VMs of the infrastructure. If the CPU or memory usage of certain VMs meet the predefined threshold, the “Control
Agent” performs a scaling operation according to the “Runtime Control Policy”, In the other scenario of failure recovery,
the unavailability of a certain data center can be known through continuous availability detection. Hence, according to
the “Runtime Control Policy”, the “Control Agent” is aware of where to recover that part of the unavailable infrastructure,
ie, from which backup cloud and data center. We assume that there is an automatic failure recovery mechanism provided
by the cloud provider for each individual VM. Therefore, we more focus on the failure case, where the data center is down
or the network to the data center is not accessible. It is worth mentioning that once the operations are performed by the
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“Control Agent” onto the “Cloud Virtual Infrastructure”, the “Infrastructure Description Code” managed by the “Control
Agent” must be updated to keep synchronized with the actual status of the virtual infrastructure, eg, whether the VM is
terminated or not.

3

PROGRAMMABLE INFRAST RU CTURE IMPLEMENTATION

In this section, we introduce the implementation details of the programmable infrastructure. It includes four types of
code provided by CloudsStorm, which the cloud application developer can leverage to program on the infrastructure. As
mentioned above, they are the “Infrastructure Description Code”, “Infrastructure Execution Code”, “Infrastructure Embedded Code”, and “Runtime Control Policy”. The fundamental “Infrastructure Execution Engine” and “Control Agent” are also
explained in this section.

3.1

Infrastructure description code

The “Infrastructure Description Code” is proposed to provide the application developer with the design-level programmability on the infrastructure. In order to describe and manage the virtual infrastructure provided by different clouds or
data centers, we propose a partition-based infrastructure management mechanism. This mechanism adopts a hierarchical
description of the infrastructure topology, which is classified into three levels, ie, the levels of top topology, subtopology, and VM. Figure 4 shows an example topology to demonstrate this mechanism. The lowest level is the VM level. It
enables the developer to customize a specific VM concerning different aspects. The level in the middle is the subtopology
level. It provides a description of several VMs provisioned in the same data center. The top level is the top topology level.
It includes all the subtopologies and describes the network connections among all VMs. The reason to differentiate the
subtopology and top topology is to manage the infrastructure more flexibly and efficiently. Because some infrastructure
operations are not intended to be applied on the entire infrastructure, ie, the top topology. For instance, we only want
to terminate all the VMs from a specific data center. On the other hand, the operation performed on a subtopology is
applied to all the VMs inside in parallel. Hence, we only need to terminate the subtopology from that data center, instead
of terminating the VMs one by one.
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Besides, the network among the VMs is defined as a private network. Considering the fact that the public IP address for
each VM in a public cloud is typically different after provisioning every time, it is useful for the application to define the
topology as a private network during the design phase, ie, (1) the actual network is made transparent to the application.
In the previous example case, the configuration file for the Hadoop application to identify the addresses of the computing nodes can always keep the same with the fixed defined private IP addresses. The first case study in Section 4.1.1 also
demonstrates this benefit; (2) the infrastructure for the application is repeatable regardless of the geographical information, ie, data centers. In this case, the same network for the Hadoop cluster is provisioned every time, no matter which
data center the VMs come from, even come across different data centers; (3) get rid of the provisioning dependency. For
example, we do not have to provision a database VM before a web server VM, in order to configure the web server with
the public IP address of the database. With the ability to predefine private IP addresses, these VMs can be provisioned in
parallel to improve efficiency. This is also demonstrated in Section 4.3.2.
In addition, the switches placed in the figure only illustrate how VMs are connected. The technique detail to provision
such networked infrastructure using an overlay network is demonstrated in our previous work.4

In order to describe the networked infrastructure for the application, we adopt the YAML format to define the subtopology and top topology description, shown as Syntax 1 and Syntax 2, respectively. In these syntax descriptions, “-” is used
to represent the start of a list and “∗” is used to represent repetition of the element above. Symbol “$” designates that the
succeeding string identifies an application-defined variable. In addition, Symbol “|” indicates different alternative values, any of which can be used in the corresponding code. Symbol “[]” is exploited to represent an optional field. Syntax 1
defines the subtopology description, which is a list of “VMs”. Every element contains the VM name, such as “Node0” or
“Node1” in Figure 4. “nodeType” indicates the computing capacity of the VM, such as “t2.small” or “t2.medium” for the
EC2 cloud, “XOSmall” or “XOMedium” for the ExoGENI cloud. However, the value of this field is heavily dependent on
the cloud and not user-friendly. However, it can be omitted, if the following “CPU” and “Mem” are specified. CloudsStorm
would automatically find the corresponding “nodeType”, according to the vCPU number and memory capacity (in Gigabyte). For instance, the VM with 1 vCPU and 1 GB memory belongs to the type of “XOSmall” of ExoGENI. “OSType”
indicates the specific operating system required by the application. “script” is the script path, which is leveraged to install
and configure the runtime environment for the application.
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The top topology description is defined as Syntax 2. First, “userName” and “publicKeyPath” indicate whether the application developer wants to have a unified SSH account, $User, to access all the VMs, no matter which cloud the VM comes
from. The access key is always the corresponding private key of the public key defined by “publicKeyPath”. The top topology description also contains a list of subtopologies defined in “topologies”. “topology” here is the application-defined
name of a certain subtopology, such as “A”, “B”, or “C” shown in Figure 4. “cloudProvider” and “domain” specify the
concrete data center where this subtopology is hosted. For example, there is a $DC = California data center from
$Cloud = EC2. “status” indicates the status of this subtopology. They are used for the resources lifecycle management.
Another list in the top topology definition is “subnets”, including all the private subnets required by the application in
the top topology. In each subnet, there are a field “members” to list all VMs in the subnet and their corresponding private IP addresses. “vmName” here is the full name, which consists of its subtopology name and the node name itself.
For instance, there are two subnets shown in Figure 4, with the “name” of “S10” and “S4”. Taking the example of subnet “S10”, it has $subnet = 192.168.10.0 with $netmask = 24 and it contains three members “A.Node0”, “A.Node1”, and
“C.Node4” with the corresponding private addresses.

3.2

Infrastructure execution code

The “Infrastructure Execution Code” is proposed as a means to provide the application developer with the
infrastructure-level programmability on the virtual infrastructure. This type of code enables the application developer to
directly perform operations on the infrastructure, such as provisioning, terminating of some resources, and execution of
commands on some VM. It is separated with the application logic and also based on YAML format. Comparing to the
aforementioned static “Infrastructure Description Code”, which is only the application-defined topology description, the
“Infrastructure Execution Code” focuses on the infrastructure operations and therefore is executable. Hence, it is important
for the application developer to automatically provision the infrastructure, deploy, and start running their applications
on clouds through programming the “Infrastructure Execution Code”.
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The “Infrastructure Execution Code” is basically a set of operations defined sequentially in a list. In order to combine
these basic operations to complete a complex task, we define two code types. One is “SEQ”, which only contains one
operation; a list of “SEQ” codes are executed one at a time. The other is “LOOP”, which contains several operations and
performs repeatedly for a number of iterations or within a certain period. The syntax of “SEQ” is shown in Syntax 3. It
contains only one operation expressed by “OpCode”. Current alternative operations are “provision”, “delete”, “execute”,
“put”, “get”, “start”, “stop”, “vscale”, “hscale”, and “recover”. They are specified in the field “Operation”. Field “Options”
is a list of key/value pairs to specify whether there are some arguments needed for this operation. When the operation
is “execute”, the $String of “Command” is the specific command to be executed on the VM. Both of these two fields are
optional. Field “ObjectType” indicates whether this operation is operated on a “SubTopology” or on an individual “VM”.
In addition, “REQ” is used to represent a scaling or recovery request. The concrete examples are in the case study 2 of
Section 4.1.1. “Objects” then refers to the objects set. To define this set, we adopt the symbol “||” from parallel 𝜆-calculus9
to express parallel operation, such that all “Objects” are operated in parallel, improving the operation efficiency. We
can further prove the computability that all the high-level operations can be derived from the basic cloud VIFs using
𝜆-calculus. In summary, “provision” and “delete” operations are leveraged to acquire and release cloud resources; “start”
and “stop” can be used when the cloud supports the operation of starting or stopping a VM; the “execute” operation is
used to execute the application; “hscale” is exploited to do horizontal scaling, which is used to add/remove computing
resources to/from current infrastructure; “vscale” is exploited to do vertical scaling, which is used to increase/decrease a
VM capability while keeping the original network connection; and “recover” is for subtopology level failure recovery.
In order to finish complex tasks, we provide the “LOOP” code type as shown in Syntax 4. It consists of several operations
executed in sequence instead of only one operation. Apart from this, there are three kinds of conditions for exiting a loop.
“Count” is defined as the maximum number of iterations for this loop. “Duration” is defined as the maximum amount
of time for executing in this loop. “Deadline” is defined as a certain timing to exit this loop, which is represented in Unix
timestamp. There must be at least one condition defined for a “LOOP” code. If there are several conditions defined, then
the loop is ended when one of the conditions is met.
The final “Infrastructure Execution Code” is therefore an ordered combination of these codes. We omit the detailed
operation definitions and define the rest as follows:
- CodeType: “SEQ | LOOP”;
- ∗.
A case study of a task-based application demonstrating how the “Infrastructure Execution Code” is programmed is
shown in Section 4.1.

3.3

Infrastructure embedded code

The “Infrastructure Embedded Code” is proposed to provide the application developer with application-level programmability on the virtual infrastructure. These are interfaces developed in a specific general-purpose programming language
(currently Java). Since it is not a domain-specific language as mentioned above, the “Infrastructure Embedded Code”
can be embedded inside the application logic when adopting interfaces in the same programming language as the cloud
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application. These interfaces mainly provide functions to query the status of current infrastructure, and provision, delete,
and scale some resources of the infrastructure. The final request made by the implemented interface is actually translated
to a REST request to the “Control Agent”, since the “Control Agent” mentioned in Section 2.3 provides some REST APIs
to be invoked to perform infrastructure runtime management. One advantage of this design is that the related library for
supporting the “Infrastructure Embedded Code” is relatively lightweight. Because the major library required is simply the
one able to make corresponding REST calls. Therefore, each VM in the infrastructure does not need the heavy libraries
of “Infrastructure Execution Engine” to perform operations. Another advantage is that operations on the infrastructure
can be performed in parallel with application execution. Because the infrastructure operation is then performed by the
“Control Agent” after the application makes the REST request.

Pseudocode 1 shows the general procedure to leverage the “Infrastructure Embedded Code”. Line 3 in Pseudocode 1 is to
make a REST call to invoke the “Control Agent” to perform the infrastructure operation. It is worth mentioning that this
function is nonblocking, which means the “executionID” is immediately returned back from the “Control Agent”. Here,
“executionID” is a string value to identify the operation. The following original application logic block 2 can therefore
be executed concurrently during the infrastructure operation. The function in line 5 awaits the accomplishment of the
infrastructure operation, since the application logic block 3 can only be executed after the infrastructure is adjusted.
In addition, this function is a blocking one, which only returns when the operation of “executionID” is finished. The
input parameter of “timeOut” is set to ensure the function can always return when the infrastructure operation cannot be
properly executed. The detailed usage of the “Infrastructure Embedded Code” in Java is demonstrated in the case study 2
of Section 4.2.1.

3.4

Runtime control policy

The “Runtime Control Policy” is proposed to provide the controllability in the passive mode of the control model, which
is enforced according to the monitoring information.10 This policy defines some operations, which are performed when
some condition is met. During the runtime, this policy is managed by the “Control Agent” and the infrastructure is
therefore passively adjusted. Syntax 5 shows the syntax of the “Runtime Control Policy”, which is also based on the
YAML format. The syntax is designed to contain a list of policies, termed as “CTRLPolicies”. Each policy consists of
two parts.
One part contains the objects and the “Metrics”, which defines a set of performance thresholds according to the monitoring information of some infrastructure resources. The “Metrics” is a set of key-value pairs, ie, (1) the key of the pair
defines the metric type to monitor such as “CPU” for CPU utilization, “MEM” for memory utilization, “ALIVE” for availability detection, and “$String1 ” for some application-defined metric. (2) The value of the pair defines how the condition
should be met. Among them, “TimeUnit” defines the monitoring interval in second. “AboveThreshold” or “BelowThreshold” defines the situation counted when the metric is above or below a certain threshold. Then, the final condition is met
when the aforementioned situation happens “SeqTimes” ($num4 ) times sequentially or “TotalTimes” ($num5 ) times in
total. As long as the condition defined by one of the key-value pairs is met, following defined infrastructure operations
will be triggered.
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These operations are defined in the other part of the policy, termed as “OpCodes”. The detailed syntax of “OpCodes”
is the same as the definition of that in Syntax 4 and therefore is omitted. The performance of this controllability, such
as autoscaling, failure recovery, is evaluated in Section 4.3. Moreover, “BudgetPerHour” allows the developer to add a
monetary constraint to all of the infrastructure operations. Its value is in dollars and it limits the maximum cloud resource
usage per hour.

3.5

Infrastructure execution engine and control agent

The “Infrastructure Execution Engine” is the elementary engine implemented to complete the execution procedure
demonstrated in Figure 2. It is responsible for interpreting the “Infrastructure Execution Code”, provisioning the
application-defined virtual infrastructure among clouds. Especially, it includes provisioning the corresponding private
network. It contains T-Engine, S-Engine, and V-Engine, as shown in Figure 5. A T-Engine is responsible for “Top topology” management. Hence, T-Engine is the entry point for the application to access and control its entire infrastructure.
It also manages the connections among subtopologies. T-Engine takes the interpreted operations as input requests to
provision or delete the corresponding cloud resource. According to the execution model in Section 2.2, T-Engine first
queries the relevant clouds information. The information in the cloud database is provided by our framework and this
database component works as a supporting library. T-Engine then sets up the corresponding S-Engine for a specific cloud,
eg, “S-Engine-EC2” for cloud “EC2”. Meanwhile, the T-Engine loads the corresponding cloud credential to make the
S-Engine able to access the cloud. This cloud access credential is provided by the application developer for authentication
and billing. The V-Engine is responsible for operations on each individual VM in its virtual infrastructure. All operations are transferred from the upper level to this VM level and V-Engine is the final engine used to complete a particular
operation. In CloudsStorm, V-Engine is also responsible for building up the virtual network functions on each VM to
provision the networked infrastructure required by the application. Currently, we implement virtual network functions
based on the tunneling technique, proposed by our previous work,4 to connect the VMs from federated clouds as a private network. After provisioning, the V-Engine is able to execute the application-defined script to configure the runtime
environment and deploy the application. Here, V-Engine is defined as a basic class. Different customized V-Engines can
be inherited from it depending on the features of the VM, eg, “V-Engine-ubuntu” for an Ubuntu VM. If the application
has specific operations on some VM, it can customize its own V-Engine. In addition, a new cloud can also be supported
by deriving its own V-Engine. Our programmable infrastructure framework can therefore be easily extended to support
different clouds. This pluggable V-Engine implementation is realized according to the factory design pattern in software
engineering. Moreover, all the S-Engines and V-Engines use multi-threading to run in parallel, allowing the T-Engine
to start several S-Engines at the same time. If subtopologies managed by these S-Engines belong to different data centers, there will be no conflict among them, and they can run totally in parallel. This is the same for V-Engines, ie, the
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FIGURE 5 Implementation details of infrastructure execution engine. EC2, Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud; REST, representational state
transfer; VM, virtual machine [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

operations on all the VMs in one subtopology can proceed simultaneously. This mechanism is leveraged to realize the
parallel symbol “||” in multiple “Objects” definition in Section 3.2. In other words, “Infrastructure Execution Engine” can
accelerate operations to reduce the total time needed by an application utilizing the cloud, reducing the application's total
cost as paid to cloud providers.
From the implementation perspective, the factory design pattern in software engineering is leveraged to make it possible
for customizing different types of engines from the basic class. The adapter design pattern is adopted for upper-level
engine easily controlling different types of engines at the lower level in parallel. All these design patterns make the entire
framework pluggable and highly efficient. Just similar to the MapReduce framework, the developer only needs to provide
the minima VIFs of a new cloud, ie, provisioning and terminating a VM. CloudsStorm then is able to plug in this basic VIF
and afford high-level infrastructure programmability and controllability of this new cloud for the application developer.
CloudsStorm currently supports three cloud providers, EC2, ExoGENI,‡‡11 and European Grid Infrastructure¶¶ (EGI).
In addition, “Control Agent” plays as the key role for the application to control the infrastructure during runtime. But
still, “Infrastructure Execution Engine” is the main component of the “Control Agent”. The other component of “Control
Agent” provides web services. During runtime, these web services contain a set of REST APIs to receive the infrastructure
operation requests and then invoke “Infrastructure Execution Engine” to perform. They also provide a web-based GUI to
show the status of the infrastructure. The detailed implementation of “Control Agent” is also open source.##

3.6

Relevant libraries and logging

As discussed above, there are two essential “libraries” required for executing infrastructure code. One of them is the cloud
database. It contains detailed information about data centers for selected clouds. This information includes (1) geographic
positioning of each data center, which can be leveraged to do locality-aware or data-aware provisioning; (2) endpoint information, which describes a URL of a data center controller needed for actual provisioning; (3) VM types (CPU, memory)
supported in each data center and their characteristic data (eg, price). This information is not application-defined but
provided by our framework. The other library is for cloud credentials. It defines key-value pairs that specify the security
tokens needed to access a cloud or the file paths for cloud credential files. For instance, two tokens, ie, “accessKey” and
“secretKey”, are needed for accessing EC2. Hence, the credentials are given and managed by the application developers
¶¶
##

https://www.egi.eu/
https://github.com/zh9314/CloudsStormCA
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themselves. This way of key management avoids the privacy issue of sending cloud credentials to a third proxy broker for
provisioning. Both of these two libraries are organized in YAML format.
Finally, a logging component is built in CloudsStorm. The log file is also organized in YAML format. For each operation
defined in the “Infrastructure Execution Code”, there will be a log element in the log file to record the operation overhead
after the operation is finished. Some extra information is also recorded. For example, the detailed provisioning overhead,
which is the time starting from the sending out of the cloud request to the point where the VM is activated and accessible,
is also recorded for each “provision” operation. Moreover, for the “execute” operation, all the standard outputs of this
operation are recorded in the log as well, providing another way to obtain the output results of the application.
Due to space considerations, the detailed syntax of the above components are not explained, which can be checked
from the online manual of CloudsStorm§§ .

4

CASE STUDIES AND EVA LUATIONS

In order to demonstrate how to benefit from the CloudsStorm framework, we conduct experiments with two case studies. They include the task-based application and data-aware processing. We show that the developer is able to build the
application on clouds more efficiently using CloudsStorm. Moreover, the evaluation results prove that the cost of cloud
resource usage is also reduced when adopting CloudsStorm. Finally, we evaluate the controllability performance of the
framework itself and compare it with some other related tools. In addition, we also apply CloudsStorm in building disaster
early warning systems on clouds.12

4.1

Task-based applications: coprogramming “task infrastructure” for elastic scheduling

Our experiments are conducted on real clouds instead of simulators. In order to show the programmability at the design
level and infrastructure level in CloudsStorm, we demonstrate a case study of a task-based application, in this case for
software testing. In this scenario, we assume there is a software, which is required to be tested for many times. We leverage
cloud resources to develop this application and execute it on multiple data centers to get results. In order to develop
this application, we pick several data centers from ExoGENI‡‡ . These data centers are located in Sydney (in Australia),
University of Amsterdam (in Europe, UvA for short), Boston (in eastern USA), and Oakland (in western USA). The task
of the application in this case study is to provision a VM in each aforementioned data center and leverage “sysbench”
to test the CPU/memory performance of each data center. The provisioning overhead is recorded as well. For testing the
network performance, we test the bandwidth from various VMs in data centers of Oakland, Sydney, and Boston, to the
VM in the UvA data center. In this case study, these tests require to be repeated regularly. For comparison, all the VMs
have one virtual CPU and 3 GB memory, which is the capacity of a “XOMedium” for VM in ExoGENI.
Finally, the goal of this case study is to test (1) whether the application can leverage our programmable framework,
CloudsStorm, to program on its infrastructure; (2) whether these task-based applications can run on clouds effectively and
get the desired results; (3) whether cloud resources can be provisioned on demand and released in time for reducing cost.

4.1.1

Example solution and results

In order to complete the task in this application scenario, we first design our networked infrastructure topology according to Section 3.1. We define four subtopologies with one VM in each subtopology. All these five VMs are in the same
subnet, which is “192.168.10.0/24”. We then leverage the “Infrastructure Execution Code” to define the entire process for
performing tests on the selected clouds. The pseudocode is shown as follows. We use the “LOOP” code to repeat the
test tasks. First, we provision the corresponding cloud resources; then, we define the operations of the CPU test and
memory test simultaneously on all the object VMs. The definition of parallel operations is achieved by still using “||”
in Section 3.2. For the network performance test, though the public IP addresses of the VMs cannot be determined, we
can always use the defined private IP address to conduct the bandwidth test. This is another advantage of provisioning a
networked infrastructure on clouds with CloudsStorm. Finally, we get the results and wait for executing another round
of tests.
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In this case, all the test results are recorded in the infrastructure code log, described in Section 3.6. Hence, we do not
need explicitly to define an operation to retrieve results from remote resources. We directly extract test results from the log,
analyze it and present the results in Figure 6. It illustrates four types of results as a boxplot, including the result generated
by the task of provisioning test, CPU test, memory test, and bandwidth test. The x-axis refers to the four corresponding data
centers. For this case, we extract 1500 iterations of test cases to obtain the results; the time interval between each test case

(A)

(B)

(C)

(D)

FIGURE 6 Results of performance test tasks in this assumed task-based application scenario based on CloudsStorm. BBN, Boston; OSB,
Oakland; SYD, Sydney; UvA, University of Amsterdam; VM, virtual machine [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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Listing 1 Infrastructure embedded code example in data-aware processing

is about 10 minutes. For this case study, the detailed infrastructure topology descriptions and code can be downloaded,‖‖
due to the space limitations of this paper.

4.1.2

Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate the efficiency of the CloudsStorm framework, where the efficiency, in this case, refers to how
much cost (money) we can save through leveraging CloudsStorm to run these task-based applications. The efficiency
thus comes from two aspects. One is that CloudsStorm can provision application-defined cloud resources on demand
and release them immediately after they are no longer needed. The other is that CloudsStorm can perform operations
in parallel to reduce the entire execution time for the application. We therefore first compare our cost with the cost of
manually setting up and traditionally configuring cloud resources. We then compare our cost with the cost of on-demand
provisioning the resource and executing the application, which can be achieved by using a specifically developed script
or some vendor-specific tools. However, the operations only run sequentially. Due to the fact that cloud providers charge
based on usage time (eg, EC2 charges in seconds), the cost of cloud resources is proportional to the resource usage time.
We can therefore measure the cost of cloud resources as being directly proportional to the resource total usage time. This
information is also recorded in the log as the time of the operational overhead. Through analyzing these logs, we can
calculate the cloud resource usage time of manual and on-demand configuration, respectively. Finally, the comparison of
the cost can be achieved.
The comparison results various with the number of task iterations are shown in Table 1, where cost(MC) and cost(OC)
refer to manual and on-demand configuration, respectively. In the case of MC, we set up these VMs manually and run
the application to perform tests. Hence, cloud resources need to be kept running during the entire application execution
lifecycle. Taking the aforementioned scenario as an example, the actual execution time for each test case is about 5 minutes
and the remaining 10 minutes is waiting. Therefore, the traditional manual method completely wastes resources during
‖‖

https://github.com/CloudsStorm/ExampleRepo/releases/download/st/ExoGENISoftwareTests.zip
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cost(CloudsStorm) / cost(MC)
cost(CloudsStorm) / cost(OC)

10
47.4%
41.8%

The number of task interactions
50
100
250
500
1000
44.7% 44.4% 44.5% 44.2% 44.2%
41.5% 41.4% 41.5% 41.5% 41.4%

1500
44.1%
41.3%

TABLE 1 Cloud resource usage
evaluation among manual configuration,
on-demand configuration and using
CloudsStorm in case study 1, varied with
the task iterations

this waiting time. In the other case of OC, we can develop a specific script to automate provisioning and terminating
resource from some specific cloud to reduce the wasteful waiting time. However, the script cannot perform operations
in parallel. For example, in the aforementioned scenario, the provisioning, CPU, and memory tests can be performed in
parallel. Hence, compared to the manual configuration, the cost saved by CloudsStorm depends on the intervals between
the tasks. Compared to the on-demand configuration, the cost saved by CloudsStorm depends on how many operations
are in parallel. According to the parameters' setting in our case study, Table 1 shows that the cloud resource usage cost
using CloudsStorm is always around 44.5% and 41.5% of the cost using manual and on-demand configuration, respectively,
even when executing a different number of task iterations.

4.2

Big data applications: co-controlling “data infrastructure” for data-aware processing

Another case study we conduct with the CloudsStorm framework is related with data processing applications. In this case
study, we base it on the well-known big data processing platform Hadoop to develop the classic demonstration application
of “Word Count”. Through leveraging the programmability provided by CloudsStorm, our developed word count application achieves the controllability of its own infrastructure. Especially, the “Infrastructure Embedded Code” programmed
inside the application logic empowers the application with the ability to dynamically adjust the underlying infrastructure
at runtime according to input data size. The underlying infrastructure can therefore provide a proper amount of computing resources with network connections on demand, without overprovisioning. In this way, the computing resource
consumption is reduced.

4.2.1

Example solution and results

In order to develop this data-aware processing application, the application developer would first design the infrastructure
topology. For demonstration, there are two subtopologies within the entire top topology in the initial virtual infrastructure design, termed as “dataSrc1” and “hadoop_1_node” in this example. Each of them contains one VM and is from
a different data center of ExoGENI. Here, subtopology, “data_src_1”, is from the “UvA” data center, which is located at
UvA, to be assumed as the data source of this application. Subtopology, “hadoop_1_node” is designed to be from the
“UMass” data center located in the USA. The VM defined in the subtopology “data_src_1” is termed as “dataSrc1” and
the one in “hadoop_1_node” is termed as “Node0”. These two VMs are connected within a private subnet. In the beginning, only one VM, “Node0”, constructs the Hadoop cluster and downloads the input data from “dataSrc1”. Afterwards,
the word count application based on Hadoop is executed. All of these steps are automatically realized through utilizing
the “Infrastructure Description Code” and the “Infrastructure Execution Code”, which are similar with the case study in
Section 4.1.1. However, in this case study, we further leverage the “Infrastructure Embedded Code” of CloudsStorm to help
the application achieve more controllability on the infrastructure. The following Listing 1 shows how the function of the
data-aware processing part is implemented within the CloudsStorm framework in Java.
In this example function, we first get the data size in gigabytes of the input file, with the value then rounded up to an
integer, eg, the data size returned for a 4.2 GB file is 5. The developer then can program a request on the infrastructure to
scale out the computing resources according to the data size. In this example, the application is programmed to scale out
a certain number of VMs based on the template of “Node0” from the “UMass” data center of ExoGENI. The number here
is equal to the data size, which is also actually up to the developer to decide on how many more VMs are indeed needed.
Meanwhile, the location of the scaled ones can also be programmed. After sending the request to the “Control Agent”, an
“exeID” is immediately returned back. It works as a token to identify this operation. Hence, this program does not need
to wait until this operation on the infrastructure completes. It also means that other operations of the application can
also be executed in parallel during the infrastructure operation. In this example, we upload the input data onto the HDFS
(Hadoop Distributed File System) in order to be processed. In this phase, no more computing resources are needed as
long as the storage of a one-node cluster is enough for the input data. When the input uploading operation is finished,
the interface “waitInfras” provided by the “Infrastructure Embedded Code” can be invoked to ensure the scaling operation
on the infrastructure is completed. Then, the computing task of “word count” is started with a scaled cluster to achieve
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FIGURE 7 Example infrastructure topology from the CloudsStorm graphical user interface [Colour figure can be viewed at
wileyonlinelibrary.com]

better performance. After executing the task, the result is stored in the corresponding folder of HDFS. Extra VMs, which
offer the computing resource, therefore can be released to save cost.
Figure 7 is a snapshot to demonstrate the web-based GUI offered by the “Control Agent” for this example. In this case,
the “Control Agent” is also dynamically set up on the “UvA” data center, and its public IP is “145.100.133.147”. Being
aware of this public IP, the developer is able to access this GUI from the browser. Figure 7 shows the networked infrastructure description. It illustrates how “Node0” constructs the original one-node Hadoop cluster. At the time of the snapshot,
three scaled VMs, ie, “Node0S0”, “Node0S1”, and “Node0S2”, are also shown in the GUI. Especially, the network connection is also scaled according to the original VM “Node0”. In addition, the size of the circle, which represents the VM, is
proportional to its CPU and Memory capacity. The color of the circle identifies which subtopology this VM belongs to.
The VM type and location (cloud and data center) information can also be popped up when hovering over the circle. It is
also worth mentioning a terminal of a specific VM can directly pop up through double-clicking the corresponding circle,
working as a web terminal. This terminal is convenient to check the result on a remote VM. The detailed infrastructure
topology descriptions and code can be downloaded,*** due to the space limitations of this paper.

4.2.2

Evaluation

In this section, we conduct several experiments on this case study to evaluate CloudsStorm. We execute the word count
program on a Hadoop cluster with different scales and different input data size. There are two groups of experiments.
One is performed by a traditional word count program with a Hadoop cluster of fixed scale. The other one is performed
by the newly developed word count program with the data-aware processing function similar to that shown in Listing 1.
Each experiment is repeated five times.
Figure 8A shows the execution time of different phases of data uploading and processing, according to different input
data sizes and cluster scales. It demonstrates that the data uploading time is not related to the cluster scale. On the other
hand, the data processing time decreases with the increase of the cluster scale. However, after a specific cluster scale,
the processing time no longer decreases so dramatically. It is therefore essential to customize the infrastructure computing capacity properly according to the input data size. Through leveraging CloudsStorm, the infrastructure can be
*** https://github.com/CloudsStorm/ExampleRepo/releases/download/hdp/HadoopDataAwareProcessing.zip
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(A)

(B)

FIGURE 8 Data-aware processing evaluation using the CloudsStorm framework. A, Execution time in different phases; B, Cloud resource
consumption comparison. VM, virtual machine [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

programmed to dynamically adjust the input data size. Compared to the traditional application case, redundant computing resources can be avoided.
Figure 8B demonstrates that the cloud application programmed with the CloudsStorm framework is more efficient on
the cloud resource consumption. The cloud resource consumption is calculated as the summation of resource consumption of each VM. The consumption of a VM is calculated as the product of that VM's CPU (vCPU numbers), memory (in
GigaBytes), and the corresponding task execution time (in seconds). Hence, the resource consumption is termed as “CMT”
and it is in proportion to the monetary cost for using the cloud. This figure shows that it is always beneficial and saves the
costs when adopting CloudsStorm to develop the application, because the cluster contains only one VM in the input data
uploading phase. Compared to the traditional application execution case, the cluster needs to be set up and configured in
advance, and the extra computing resource is wasted during the data preparation phase, which is more concerned with
I/O and storage resources. Although some clouds provide a vendor lock-in solution to define a policy on how to scale, this
indicates a lack of programmability and controllability at the infrastructure level. It means that the solution cannot make
the infrastructure adjusted to the application in a more fine-grained way. For example, in this case, the infrastructure can
only be scaled after the data preparation phase instead of making these two operations in parallel. Therefore, this case
study demonstrates the cloud application developed with CloudsStorm achieves more programmability and fine-grained
controllability on its virtual infrastructure.

4.3

Controllability performance evaluation

In this section, we evaluate the controllability performance of CloudsStorm, including autoscaling, failure recovery, etc.

4.3.1

Autoscaling and failure recovery

Autoscaling and failure recovery are the key controllability of the infrastructure provided by CloudsStorm. We first design
an experiment on ExoGENI to test the autoscaling performance. In this experiment, there are initially two subtopologies,
ie, subNI1 containing one VM and subNI2 containing eight “XOMedium” VMs. Each VM in subNI2 is connected with the
VM in subNI1 via a private network link. This is a typical “Master/Slave” distributed framework. subNI2 is defined as a
scaling group. According to the scaling request, the infrastructure can scale out to other data centers based on one or
multiple copies of subNI2 . At the same time, all the network links between the scaled copies and subNI1 are connected.
These connections leverage private addresses, which can be defined before actual provisioning. Hence, the “Master” VM
in subNI1 can always know where the scaled resources are. Figure 9A illustrates that we scale out the eight VMs of subNI2
accordingly 1, 2, 3, 4, 8, and 16 times. Each scaled subNI2 is provisioned from independent data centers simultaneously.
The time for provisioning each scaled subtopology can be defined as Ti , where 1 ≤ i ≤ 16 and i ∈ ℕ. The flat dashed
line represents the ideal scaling performance in theory. This theoretical performance refers to the entire provisioning
performance with the theoretical assumption that all the data centers have the same provisioning performance and there
is no interference in between. It means that the time for scaling different subtopologies is same and a constant value t,
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(A)
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FIGURE 9 Controllability performance evaluation. A, Horizontal scaling out performance; B, Failure recovery performance. EC2, Amazon
Elastic Compute Cloud; EGI, European Grid Infrastructure; VM, virtual machine [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

ie, Ti = Tj = t, for ∀i, 𝑗 ∈ ℕ and 1 ≤ i, j ≤ 16. It is then obvious to derive that max1≤i≤16 Ti = t. Therefore, no matter
how many VMs need to be provisioned, as long as all the subtopologies (each subtopology contains eight VMs) are in
different data centers, the entire provisioning overhead should remain the same. However, the provisioning performances
of different data centers are not the same. This is demonstrated by the varied dashed line, which is the average value of
the maximum provisioning overhead among the scaled subNI2 . Moreover, the end-to-end connections need to be set up.
Hence, the more copies of subNI2 requested, the more connections need to be configured. The solid line in the figure
shows the total cost. For each scale, we conduct 10 repeated experiments. The error bar denotes the standard deviation.
It demonstrates that the scaling overhead does not grow at the same proportion as the number of VMs being created.
Therefore, it is efficient to achieve large-scale autoscaling. In addition, most clouds have limitations on resource allocation.
For instance, ExoGENI only allows one user to apply a maximum of 10 VMs from one data center. The limitation for
EC2 is 20. Nevertheless, with CloudsStorm, we can break through these limits to realize large-scale scaling by combining
resources from different data centers and even clouds.
Figure 9B shows the experimental result on failure recovery. In this experiment, there are still two subtopologies in
the beginning, ie, subNI1 and subNI2 . Each of them contains only one VM, ie, n1 and n2 . These two nodes are connected
with a private network. We then assume the case where the data center of subNI2 is not available. CloudsStorm recovers
the same subtopology from another data center or cloud. Finally, the private network is reconstituted. Hence, the application is not aware of this infrastructure modification. We get the detaching overhead from CloudsStorm, which is the
time for subNI1 to disconnect the original link. It is illustrated by the bar covered with dots. On the other aspect, we continually test the private link from n1 of subNI1 to n2 of subNI2 and record the time from lost connection to the time that
the link is resumed. This measured time duration is the total recovery overhead. We conduct this experiment on three
clouds currently supported and pick six data centers from them. In order to compare, n2 always has two cores and around
8 GB memory with Ubuntu 14.04 installed. Correspondingly, they are instances of the “t2.large” of EC2, “XOLarge” of
ExoGENI, and “mem_medium” of EGI VM configurations. The results show that ExoGENI has a relatively higher recovery overhead and some of its data centers are not stable. The performance of EC2 and EGI are close; however, most data
centers of EC2 are more stable. This kind of information is important when deciding where to recover, to satisfy the
application QoS, considering the recovery overhead and data center geographic information.

4.3.2

Comparison with related tools

Finally, we conduct a set of experiments to compare CloudsStorm with other DevOps tools. We pick jclouds from the set
of API-centric tools. jclouds is adopted by a lot of environment-centric tools to be the basic provisioning engine, such as
CloudPick.13 From the set of environment-centric tools, we pick Nimbus.14 team's cloudinit.d††† Other tools like Juju and
infrastructure manager (IM) provide graphical interfaces, which make it difficult to measure performance. Both jclouds
†††

http://www.nimbusproject.org/doc/cloudinitd/latest/
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(A)

(B)

(C)

FIGURE 10 Performance comparison. A, Scaling; B, Including deployment; C, Deployment with dependency [Colour figure can be
viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

and cloudinti.d do not support networked infrastructure. The ones who support networked infrastructure can only be
applied in private data centers, which CloudsStorm cannot have the access permission, like SAVI. We pick EC2 to conduct these experiments, because this is the most popular cloud provider and commonly supported by these tools. First,
we compare the scaling performance. The scaling request is to add 5 more “t2.micro” VMs in EC2 the California data center. However, as jclouds and cloudinit.d cannot directly support autoscaling behavior, we use them to provision five new
VMs in California data center for the assumption of this scenario. Each operation, we repeated 10 times. Figure 10A illustrates the results. For jclouds, the provisioning process proceeds in sequence; hence, its scaling overhead is much larger
than the other two. If only considering the scaling performance from “Fresh” (defined in Section 3.1) state, cloudinit.d
and CloudsStorm have similar performance, demonstrated by the bars covered with slashes. CloudsStorm is a little bit
more stable than cloudinit.d. Moreover, EC2 supports stopping an instance. CloudsStorm can perform autoscaling from
“Stopped” status. It reduces the overhead, shown by the bars covered with dots. It is worth mentioning that we do not
consider deployment overhead in this experiment. Scaling from “Stopped” status can even omit the deployment. Through
this way, CloudsStorm outperforms cloudinit.d, reducing the scaling overhead by more than half referring to Figure 10B
and Figure 10C.
The second experiment is to compare the provisioning performance including deployments. All three of our chosen
systems allow users to define a script to deploy applications immediately after provisioning. In this experiment, we chose
the California data center to provision 5 “t2.micro” VMs and install Apache Tomcat on each of them. Each test is repeated
10 times. Figure 10B shows the results. With jclouds, the applications are installed one by one, which costs plenty of time.
For CloudsStorm, there is a V-Engine responsible for each individual VM to provision and deploy. Therefore, it achieves
the best performance according to the overhead and stability. The last experiment is based on the second experiment
considering the deployment dependency. In this experiment, four out of five VMs install Tomcat and the remaining one
installs a MySQL database. In this case, there is a dependency when using jclouds and cloudinit.d, because they do not
provision networked infrastructure and use public addresses to communicate. Tomcat can only be deployed after provisioning the MySQL VM to know the server address. Hence, jclouds needs to provision the MySQL VM first in its sequence.
Cloudinit.d defines different levels to realize the dependency. In this scenario, the first level is the MySQL VM and the
second level contains four Tomcat VMs. The difference for CloudsStorm is that it can provision networked infrastructure.
The nodes are connected with application-defined private network links. The MySQL server address is predefined before
actual provisioning. Therefore, all the deployments can proceed simultaneously even with the dependency. Figure 10C
demonstrates that the deployment dependency has a smaller influence on the performance of CloudsStorm comparing
to that on jclouds and cloudinit.d. We can reason out that, if there are more dependencies, CloudsStorm has a greater
advantage over others.

5

RELATED WORK

In order to mitigate the difficulty of virtual infrastructure management for cloud applications, there has been substantial academic research and several industrial tools developed in recent years. In the academic area of cloud computing,
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there has been plenty of papers working on how to control the infrastructure to satisfy the application requirements. For
example, Venkateswaran and Sarkar15 proposed a model to deploy applications on hybrid clouds and yield the best-fit
hosting combination. Ziafat and Babamir3 focused on the algorithm selecting a proper cloud to run the task according to
the geographical location of the data center. Fu et al16 put forward eight recovery patterns for sporadic operations on public cloud to maintain the service quality of the application. Wang et al17 tried to optimize the makespan and the reliability
of a workflow application through evaluating the resource reputation. Ilyushkin et al18 conducted evaluations on the scaling policy for the workflow. However, these works mainly focus on how to adjust the infrastructure instead of providing
the actual ability for the application to control the infrastructure itself. They evaluate their methods through simulation
or manual configuration. More controllability and programmability are therefore required for the application to control
the infrastructure. On the other hand, there are also some existing academic works to enhance the controllability and
programmability of the cloud virtual infrastructure. CodeCloud19 consists of an IM.20 Infrastructure manager provides
some specific REST APIs to control each individual VM. Based on this, CodeCloud leverages to describe the application
and the elasticity of the infrastructure. CloudPick13 is a system that considers the high-level constraints of the application on the infrastructure, including deadline and budget. However, these systems work as centralized services asking
users to upload their cloud credentials, which requires trust in a third party. mOSAIC7 is a deployable platform providing
model-driven cloud application development. CometCloud6 provides a heterogeneous cloud framework to deploy several
programming models, such as master/worker, map/reduce, and workflow. A video analytics system21 is a notable application scenario of CometCloud. However, these tools need infrastructure resources provisioned in advance, which does not
have controllability on the underlying infrastructure at runtime. Koulouzis et al22 leveraged the programmability of the
network to optimize the data transfer, but the control on the switch of the data center is required, which is not practical
for cloud computing from the customer perspective.
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From the perspective of industry, there are also many DevOps tools or frameworks proposed for the cloud application
to manage the infrastructure. Figure 11 illustrates the position and the aspect which they mainly focus on during the
DevOps lifecycle. In the IaaS cloud computing model, different clouds or tools, such as OpenNebula or OpenStack, provide
different VIFs, ie, APIs, to access their physical resources. This basic controllability of provisioning or terminating a VM
is leveraged to afford programmability for the higher-level application. These VIFs are illustrated as blocks with different
colors. In the “Dev” cycle, tools such as Libcloud and jclouds, unify provisioning APIs from several clouds to empower
controllability on the individual VM. However, configuration and management on the entire infrastructure are still done
manually. In order to manage VMs of a cluster, some clouds provide a tool to describe several VMs, eg, CloudFormation‡‡‡ of EC2 provides the programmability to describe the infrastructure only consisting of EC2 VMs. To avoid the
vendor lock-in problem and manage the federated cloud virtual infrastructure, tools like Chef, Ansible, and Puppet, etc,
are developed, which provide programmability to describe infrastructure from different clouds. Among these tools, Chef
and Ansible more focus on application deployment and configuration. They standardize the configuration commands
among different systems to make the code reusable, such as the cookbook of Chef and playbook of Ansible. This code of
unified description and configuration is proposed as “Infrastructure as Code”.23 However, it cannot describe infrastructure operations. Anyhow, all these three tools more focus on the infrastructure itself and try to make the operation simple
at runtime, instead of narrowing the gap to make the application aware of the infrastructure. Juju takes one step further to
realize an application-defined infrastructure through describing application components and their hosting VMs, where
the components are some typical software modules. The controllability on the infrastructure, like autoscaling, can also be
leveraged to ensure the QoS of a certain software component. However, this model-driven approach can only provide a
way to describe the relationship between application components and the infrastructure. It lacks more fine-grained infrastructure programmability and controllability to be embedded inside the arbitrary code for a cloud application. Besides,
Puppet and Chef adopt Ruby as the domain-specific language, which requires knowledge about the Ruby programming
language.
Another aspect of work only focuses on the programmability and controllability between the container level and the
application level, which is illustrated as the upper yellow “Dev” circle in Figure 11. If treating containers as the infrastructure, containers are more flexible and lightweight to provide the infrastructure controllability, and programmability
compared to VMs. In particular, Docker§§§ performs operating-system-level virtualization to make the container closer
to a lightweight VM. Kubernetes† and Mesos¶¶¶ further enhance the programmability to describe dependencies among
several containers and orchestrate them to form a virtual cluster. Besides, TOSCA§ , which is also based on YAML, is proposed to standardize the description of dependency among the application components and its underlying infrastructure,
eg, the OS of the hosting machine. It more concentrates on the services from the application perspective; for instance, the
connection of infrastructure is described as the service dependency. It also more focuses on the static topology description
without the ability to define some direct operations on the infrastructure. To enforce this standard, TosKer24 implements
an engine, which regards Docker as the infrastructure. Although the container or docker is able to provide a VM-like
environment, it is still more close to software virtualization, eg, it shares the kernel of the host machine. Moreover, it
always requires the VM to be the underlying layer in the cloud environment, due to the reason for isolation and security.
Therefore, VM is still indispensable. However, these tools at this level are not able to afford further controllability on the
lower-level infrastructure. For example, ECSched25 can only provide the container level of scheduling, without the ability
to manipulate the VM.
Other tools or frameworks, such as HTCondor### and Open MPI,‖‖‖ mainly focus on how to conduct applications on
a fixed distributed system. They concentrate more on the application perspective, empowering the application to run in
parallel and fit the distributed environment. Nevertheless, they are not designed for cloud environments, and therefore
lack controllability of the infrastructure. Another option to mitigate the DevOps gap between the application and the
infrastructure is to build the entire DevOps stack from the hardware level, which means the infrastructure should be
specifically designed. For example, SAVI26,27 builds up a testbed for internet of things. It leverages OpenFlow to consider
the network topology of the virtual infrastructure. Kraken28 and SWMOA29 also take the network into account when
provisioning virtual infrastructures over multiple private data centers. However, all these solutions are applied to private
data centers, where the hardware in the data center, such as switches, routers, etc, must be able to be totally controlled. It
‡‡‡

https://aws.amazon.com/cloudformation/
https://www.docker.com/
http://mesos.apache.org/
###
https://research.cs.wisc.edu/htcondor/
‖‖‖
https://www.open-mpi.org/
§§§
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is obvious that these solutions are not feasible in the context of public clouds, which can only afford some limited general
controllability on the physical hardware infrastructure.
Finally, we pick several tools from related ones. Table 2 shows the functionality comparison among different related
tools and frameworks. These functionalities are related to the three levels of programmability and two types of controlling modes we propose. Here, “Infrastructure Description” is related with the design-level programmability. “Federated
Clouds” refers to whether multiple clouds are supported. “Networked Infrastructure” is used to represent whether the
infrastructure can be defined and provisioned with a private network. “Public Cloud” is to indicate whether the public
cloud is supported or on its own testbed. “Provision from scratch” is related with the infrastructure-level programmability.
It refers to the ability to execute some infrastructure operations programmatically. “Automate Configuration”, “Autoscaling”, and “Failure Recovery” are the controllability features. “Multimode” indicates whether both of the controlling modes
are supported, which are explained in Section 2.3. “Decentralization” demonstrates the infrastructure management is in a
decentralized way. If it is not, it means all the application developers'
√infrastructures are managed by one administration,
which requires everyone's cloud credentials. In this table, “×” and “ ” means supported and not supported, respectively.
“−” indicates partial support. For instance, some tools only provide GUI for infrastructure description instead of languages, which is identified as “−”. Some tools partially support autoscaling and failure recovery, because some manual
work is still needed actually to trigger the process. Another case is where the autoscaling refers to configuration scaling on
pre-existing resources instead of provisioning new ones. The partial support for the “Decentralization” of controllability
means an application developer can set up his own server for managing all his infrastructures instead for one application.
It is also worth mentioning that CloudsStorm is integrated as a provisioning component of the software release of European project software workbench for interactive, time critical, and highly self-adaptive cloud applications (SWITCH).30
Therefore, the software provided by SWITCH project is not compared here.

6

CO N C LU S I O N

This paper has presented CloudsStorm, a framework for seamless programming and operating VIF during the DevOps lifecycles of cloud applications. Figure 11 also illustrates the controllability and programmability provided by CloudsStorm,
comparing to other tools among different levels of DevOps stack. It shows that CloudsStorm is mainly proposed to work
at the VM level. First, CloudsStorm provides more design-level programmability to describe the federated infrastructure, shown as the vertical pink line below CloudsStorm in Figure 11. Notably, the “Infrastructure Description Code” of
CloudsStorm enables the ability to describe the networked infrastructure, which makes the infrastructure transparent to
the application. Second, the “Infrastructure Execution Code” is proposed to provide the infrastructure-level programmability. It corresponds to the vertical purple line below CloudsStorm in Figure 11. This part of code not only provides the
static description but also can be executed. Third, the “Infrastructure Embedded Code” is proposed to empower the more
fine-grained infrastructure programmability within the arbitrary code for general purposes, instead of at the application
module level. It corresponds to the vertical blue line below CloudsStorm in Figure 11. In addition, we propose two types
of control mode, ie, passive and active mode, to achieve more comprehensive controllability for the application to manage its infrastructure. The “Runtime Control Policy” is proposed for this purpose, which refers to the vertical green line
below CloudsStorm in Figure 11. In order to implement the framework, we put forward the network connection method4
to construct the networked infrastructure and develop an “Infrastructure Execution Engine”. This engine is designed to be
extensible to easily plug in a new cloud, which only requires basic functions of how to provision and terminate a VM from
that cloud. The dynamically provisioned “Control Agent” also leverages this engine at runtime to perform infrastructure
operations, which are programmed at the development phase. Moreover, one “Control Agent” is designed to be responsible for only one application-defined infrastructure. It therefore works in a decentralized way to be more efficient, instead
of acting as a centralized infrastructure management framework for many applications. Besides, the GUI provided by the
“Control Agent” affords an intuitive way to check and access cloud resources. Finally, it is worth mentioning that YAML
format is broadly adopted for the syntax of code in CloudsStorm. Benefiting from the straightforward YAML format, the
syntax of CloudsStorm is easy to learn and program with, especially for the definition of parallel operations.
To demonstrate the CloudsStorm framework, we present two case studies, which show how to migrate task-based
applications and data processing applications onto real clouds within CloudsStorm. The former one focuses on the
infrastructure-level programmability, which mainly harnesses the “Infrastructure Execution Code” to control the infrastructure seamlessly. The latter one more concentrates on the application-level programmability, which mainly leverages
the “Infrastructure Embedded Code” to make the underlying infrastructure data-aware. The evaluation results of both
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case studies demonstrate cloud applications developed and executed within CloudsStorm are efficient concerning cloud
resource usage when compared against traditional manual or fixed infrastructure configurations. The efficiency of
CloudsStorm is achieved through the infrastructure programmability and controllability it offers to allow for on-demand
and parallel infrastructure management. In the end, we conduct some experiments to evaluate the controllability performance of CloudsStorm, including autoscaling and failure recovery. We also compare its performance with some other
tools. Because of the parallel operation it provides, the experimental results demonstrate that the controllability performance of CloudsStorm outperforms others. In conclusion, CloudsStorm enhances infrastructure programmability at the
cloud application development phase and meanwhile improves the infrastructure controllability for the application at
runtime during the infrastructure operation phase. Besides, we can derive that CloudsStorm is able to preserve the application QoS because of (1) the efficiency of the control operation itself. (2) The application is able to leverage “Infrastructure
Embedded Code” to program the infrastructure according to the application requirement, eg, customize the infrastructure
capability according to the input workload or provision the computing resources (VMs) close to the data source. (3) The
infrastructure is able to be managed according to the application-defined “Runtime Control Policy”. The operation on the
infrastructure can be passively triggered through resource monitoring. The application QoS is therefore able to be kept
satisfied when the VM resources are not sufficient or even fail.
For future work, there are two directions. One is going up to construct more complex functionalities to achieve some
controllability at a higher level. It is useful to simplify the operation on the infrastructure for the application to leverage.
We are therefore going to demonstrate how to migrate different applications onto IaaS clouds using CloudsStorm. The
goal is to simplify the programming complexity and reduce monetary cost by directly control the cloud infrastructure on
demand. Another direction is to support container level controllability. Because there is a trend to wrap the application as
a container, especially for web services, the controllability on containers would enable more fine-grained controllability
for the application to exploit its infrastructure.
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